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Students raise their lit cell phones in memory of junior Kendall Wernet, who passed away on Monday.

ALLEN RANDALL/staff

Students hold vigil for Kendall Wernet
Clemson Family gathers in remembrance of fallen Tiger.
Evan Senken
Asst. News Editor
Following the death of
junior management major
Kendall Wernet in Miami,
Fla. Monday evening, a
candlelit vigil was held on
Bowman Field in his honor
Tuesday, Sept. 30.
Attendee Will Hailey, a
junior management major,
said, "It's amazing, you always
hear about 'Clemson family'
at orientation as a freshman,
and just to see how it actually
is in real life, its incredible.
People
will
definitely
remember him just because of
the guy that he was the person
that everyone strives to be,
driven ... just an overall good

guy that everyone gravitates
towards with a smile on his
face."
The
vigil
began
with words from Maddy
Thompson,
undergraduate
student body president, citing
alumnus Joe Sherman, as she
did in the student body-wide
email, quoting lines from his
poem. "Times when so many
things seem to be coming
unglued are disquieting times.
These are disquieting times
indeed." Thompson also said,
"I think what's amazing about
this vigil and the past ones
is that this is an incredible
time of loss for the Clemson
family and we're all hurting a
lot, but it's cool because this
is a totally student driven

event, no organization or
professional group was a part
of the planning. This came
through Yik Yak, of all places,
and its just a testament to the
students that the Clemson
family is a real thing."
She then called for a
moment of silence to honor
Wernet's memory as Tillman's
bells played Amazing Grace
and students were invited to
use the flashlight function of
their phones and point them
to the sky. Following the
emotional silence, Thompson
invited close friends of Wernet
to speak about their memories
of him and tell those gathered
about the tragically lost life.
Justin Hiller, a junior
marketing major, said, "He

did the student painters
internship with me for the
Young
Entrepreneurs
of
America organization; we
went through a lot together
just trying to figure it out.
He was super positive, never
saw him without a smile on
his face. Overall, he was just
a stand-up guy, he had no
enemies and all the friends
in the world. He was going
places; it just sucks seeing life
taken so young. I admired
him more than he knew."
Even after the planned
speakers and camera crews left,
students stayed on Bowman
to continue to mourn and
comfort one another.
Kevin Phillips, a junior
management
information

systems major, said that the
vigil was "Beautiful, it's really
hard to be back out here, it's
only been a little over a week
since Tucker's [Hipps] passing
and it all feels surreal, but
people have been praying out
here for forty five minutes,
everyone's
hugging,
the
community is amazing and
it's a real tribute to Kendall
to bring us all together. I
only talked to him two or
three times and it was mostly
about Young Entrepreneurs
of America, but when I'd see
him around campus he always
greeted me with a handshake
and a smile. He always made
everyone's day better."
Only
the
sprinklers
could evict the students from

their place, as the students still
present moved to sidewalk
surrounding the field.
Matthew Cody, a junior
accounting major, sa*l "I
thought it was great, it was
perfect,
seeing
everyone
coming
together
as
a
community, reaching out and
joining in, it would've made
Kendall really proud and it's
what he would have wanted."
An email was sent to
the student body detailing
the funeral arrangements.
A visitation
is planned
from 5-7 p.m. this Friday
at Groce Funeral Home
in Arden, N.C. with a
celebration
of
Wernet's
life
at
10
a.m.
the
following day.

NUMBERS NEVER LIE)
This week Clemson released its annual
Clery Report, which details crime statistics
on campus as well as in the surrounding
areas. Displayed below are totaled statistics
for South Carolina universities, followed by
each of their individual official reports for
forcible sexual assaults, aggravated assaults,
liquor law arrests and drug arrests.
EHRICK HAIGHT/ photo editor

New app brings social
networking to intramurals

(

connectivity with fitness class
or intramural updates in real rime."
This is possible because
the information on this
app is directly connected
to the IM leagues server
used to coordinate colligate
intramural teams across the
country. By partnering with
IM leagues, REC*IT creates
a personalized experience for
each student, showing his or
her specific game times and
important updates the second
the administrator enters the data.
Oestreicher
also
emphasizes the convenience
as it eliminates the need to
consult emails or the IM
leagues website for schedules.
"Now you don't have to scroll
through a bunch of junk to get
what you need," Oestreicher
said in reference to the many
emails students receive every day.
Megan
Byham,
a
sophomore
industrial
engineering
major
and
intramural kickball captain,
has already begun using the
app. "This app condenses the
information available on IM
leagues, making it easy to find

r

Megan Hunt
Contributor
The new app REC*IT,
launched by MOKO Social
Media, offers a solution to
the lack of communication
between
students
and
recreational
facilities
in
regards to intermural team
information.
REC'IT
allows students and athletic
coordinators
to
access
information
not
only
concerning intramural games,
but also regarding recreational
activities
campus-wide,
local fitness locations, and
intramural registration dates.
According
to
David
Oestreicher,
president
of
REC*IT, recreational activities
like intramural sports are
"actually the single largest
activity on campus," with
approximately 75 percent of
students involved.
Oestreicher calls REC*IT
"an
investment
for
the
Clemson campus in which the
vastly underserved community
of non-NCAA college athletes
are able to receive new age
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the information and relay it to
my team," Byham said. "The
app will be especially helpful
going into playoffs where
games can be scheduled any
time of the week."
Jacob Scott, a sophomore
microbiology
major
and
Fike employee, was recently
introduced to the app. Scott
said "REC*IT is really an
improvement. It allows me to
access my [intramural] game
times significantly faster."
Brianna Youngblood, a
junior biochemistry major,
said, "It is a very convenient
app; especially if you are
athletically involved. REC*IT
is much better than getting all
of the intramural emails."
In
MOKO
Social
Media's press release, they
announced that "REC*IT is
free to download and now
live on 862 colleges with
over 11 million students
across the United States &
Canada." The REC*IT app
is available for Apple users in
the App Store and for
Android
users
on
Google Play.
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2013 STATS ACROSS THE
Clemson University
University of South Carolina
Wofford College
Coastal Carolina
North Greenville University
College of Charleston
Furman University
South Carolina State
USC- Beaufort
Compiled by GRACE GREENE/news editor
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Going Ham
Amateur radio club connects around the world.
Photos by EHRICK HAIGHT/ photo editor

most radio use to only licensed
operators in 1912.
.._
Consequently, CUARC
has been a long-standing
With
a"' history
of
community involvement and
resource for students interested
support for the technologically
in obtaining a license. For new
inclined, the amateur radio
members, the club teaches
the basics of radio operation,
club continues to impact both
organizes testing sessions and
Clemson and the world.
Originally founded before
takes them to "hamfests," at
World War II, the Clemson
which radio equipment is
University Amateur Radio
displayed and sold.
Club (CUARC) had rough
Central
to
the
beginnings. Because Clemson
organization is its radio station,
was still a military institution,
"the shack." Tucked away on
the club disbanded as America
Kite Hill, it affords members
entered the war. However, ' constant opportunities
to
1946,
faculty member
operate radios and experiment
J.C. Martin of the electrical
with electrical and computer
engineering *n department
devices. Club president Eddie
Schnell said, "Ham radio
restarted the club with 10
operation is a niche activity,
students. Thus, even before
the invention of the pointand it is hard to have a full
contact transistor and the 'ham setup in a dorm room.
ersonal computer, Clemson
Providing CUARC members
with access to the shack helps
;ers were "on the air."
Like driving and voting,
them easily gain experience."
Schnell
also
the% operation
of radio
emphasized the effects of
equipment is considered a
privilege; in fact, the term
club involvement on the
"ham radio" is historically
professional backgrounds of
its members.
'For
based
on
controversy
surrounding transmissions." ECE students in particular,
experience with operating
According td the American
Radio Relay League (ARRL),* radios is an excellent resume
two amateurs communicating
booster," he said. Although
engineering students often
with each other in the early
work with electrical devices in
days of radio "could effectively
laboratories, seeing how they
jam all the other operations in
are integrated into complete
the area." This behavior led to
systems is/ an important
ousted commercial operators
skill gained through radio
referring to amateurs as "hams"
operation.
in frustration. To resolve these
"And that," Schnell said,
issues, Congress restricted
Caleb Cohen
Contributor

I

"is
something
companies
seek."
Aside
from
internal
activities and opportunities,
CUARC is highly involved on
campus and abroad. Physically,
it has equipment on WSBF's
180-foot-tall antenna and
Byrnes Hall. Though unseen,
radio waves from the club's
station and repeater cover
Clemson's campus, allowing
any licensed individual to
listen to and connect with
local stations. In keeping up
with new technology, CUARC
even offers access to an
internet-connected, simulcast
repeater system.
"You can connect to any
one of thousands of repeaters
around the world with a
phone app," Schnell said.
Perhaps
the
club's
most engaging activity for
students, however, is its annual
involvement in radio contests,
in which stations gain points
based on the location and
identity of the contacts made.
"We have communicated
with middle schools, airplanes,
Canada,
Cuba,
Belgium,
Mexico, Costa Rica and Spain,
to name a few - and that was
just in spring 2014," Schnell
mentioned.
In the future, CUARC plans
to add very high and ultrahigh frequency (VHF/UHF)
equipment to its antennas,
enter
more
competitions
and even join a statewide
emergency-response network.

Do what
you love.

Earn what
you're worth.
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Ag. Commissioner
Weathers weighs in
Compiled by Nicholas Boone
Contributor

A USC MHR can
dramatically accelerate
your career in just
16 months

The
Tiger
News
interviewed South Carolina
Department of Agriculture
Commissioner
Hugh
Weathers,
who
visited
Clemson Wednesday night for
an event sponsored by CUSG s
Agriculture Committee and
Clemson College Republicans.
Weathers,
who
owns
a
successful dairy farm, has
served as the South Carolina
Commissioner of Agriculture
since 2005.

• Our graduates'
starting salaries
average $73k-$80k.
• Strong focus on
strategic HR allows
you to leapfrog
over entry-level
positions and have
an impact on
your organization
right away.

The Tiger News: What is an
average day like for you?

Moore.sc.edu/mhr
803.777.3176
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Commissioner
Hugh
Weathers: I'm in the office
some days because there's the
business of the department to
run; but I've got really really
really good staff, so I'm able
to get out with farmers. Like
right now, the rain has slowed
down with fall harvest, so I
like to get out there and just
see what farmers are going
through. I feel like that's
important in this role. My job
is to manage a business called
the department of agriculture.
I try to do that as efficiently
as I can, put the right people
in place; but my role by virtue
of the office of commissioner,
is to be out, to be a face and a
voice of farmers.

——mm—i——

TTN: When did you first
become interested
in agriculture?
CHW: I was born on a farm,
grew up on a farm. I worked
summers, afternoons; worked
hard, that's what we did. I
always loved it. I got a business
degree at Carolina, then
worked at a bank for a few
years where I realized that I
really want to just get back to
the farm.
TTN: How would you say
agriculture is relevant to
Clemson students today?
CHW: I really believe in the
cause of agriculture. Im very
proud of the progress they've
made, and we have great
partners. One of the things we
do is have the Commissioners
School for Agriculture every
summer. We started with
nearly 40 kids and now we
have nearly 400. The College
of Agriculture hosts it here
on campus to let them know
what careers are out there in
agriculture.
TTN: What sort of unique
advantages would you say
there are in the job market for
these Agribusiness, Agriculture
Mechanization, etc majors.

great field, but a tough field
from what I understand. It
allows the creativity to be
balanced with the education
that's required, to really set
them apart in that particular
field. Marketing especially, if a
person really gets a knack for
marketing and knows how to
sell themselves or whatever it
is that they are producing or
selling on behalf of someone
else, it's a great field. I believe
in business: no matter how
great you are at one of those
things, if you don't manage
your business, know that you
have profits year after year, and
have a long range plan, then
you are not doing the very best
for your business.
TTN: How would you say
that students, even nonagriculture students, can help
out the field and get involved
in agriculture?
CHW: Well, if you're a
student at Clemson, you
need to have an appreciation
for what put the school on
the map. Thomas Clemson
worked 30-40 years before this
school became a reality. His
petseverance and his belief in
agriculture is why the school is
here. You just can't get that far
from what the foundation of
the school actually is.

CHW: Well, from Clemson,
the packaging sciences are a

1
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I AMERICA'S FASCINATION WITH PRISONI
Dcvan Bahr
Columnist
America has become a culture
fascinated by crime, punishment
and
law
enforcement.
Interestingly enough, we have
a higher percentage of people
locked up than any other
country by a large margin. In
fact, all the prisoners in America
would form the fourth largest
city in the United States. With
such a substantial amount of
our population incarcerated,
it is only natural to be curious
about what actually occurs
behind bars. Unless you know a
prisoner personally or have been
imprisoned yourself, there is
little knowing what happens in
these institutions that have been
housing more and more criminals
over the past decades.
The rate of incarceration has
increased simultaneously with
the rate of public curiosity. The
number of shows documenting
prison life has skyrocketed in the
past ten years. "Orange Is The
New Black (OITNB)," the most
recent of these prison flicks, is
the current show to binge watch
on Netflix. I myself am guilty of
watching the entire first season in
less than a week. While the lives
of the inmates on the series are

interesting and complex, they are
unrealistic. In some ways, crime
shows make my comparatively
normal life more interesting. The
truth is that what we watch on
screen is very real for less than
one percent of our population;
the number and popularity
of shows based on crime is
desensitizing us.
Most people who watch
such prison-glamorizing shows
have
no
actual experience
with America's prison system.
Television shows about prison
allow us to view the dysfunctional
part of our society that is kept
hidden behind concrete walls
and barbed wire. The New York
Times says the show "OITNB"
"may be enough reason to spend
12 hours or so at the fictional
Litchfield prison." We are able to
get a glimpse into the lives of these
inmates, but at the end of the day
we can go back to our normal
lives. We are becoming immune
to the fact that real people suffer
much worse consequences than
what we view on screen.
One inmate's story is not
enough. "Orange Is The New
Black" showcases the life of one
mentally ill inmate, nicknamed
Crazy Eyes. The character
struggles to receive proper
treatment for her mental illness.

Based on information from the
Treatment Advocacy Center, there
are ten times as many mentally ill
people behind bars then there are
in hospitals. Mentally ill inmates
are more likely to become victims
of mental and sexual abuse,
are overrepresented in solitary
confinement and are more likely
to commit suicide. While these
crime shows give us a glimpse
of the problems with America's
prison system, we are missing the
bigger picture.
Crime dramas are exposing
us to some terrible situations
going on in prison, but many of
us cannot relate to the inmates
on screen. We are oblivious to
many of the serious problems
with our country's correctional
facilities. Television allows us
to experience prison from the
comfort of our own homes
until we decide we have had
enough. We would never want
to experience prison ourselves,
but we can live vicariously
though the experiences of actual
criminals who have made prison
their home. So long as the
majority of Americans are able
to continue to compartmentalize
how they view prison life,
meaningful
change to
the
system
will
be
slow
in coming.
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Across the U.S., there has
been a major push regulating
tobacco products. Currendy,
almost half of the nation has a
100 percent ban on smoking
in
hospitality
workplaces,
restaurants and bars. This
year alone marks the 50th
anniversary since the first
Surgeon General's report that
recognized the harmful effects
of cigarettes. By now, we are
all well aware of the harms of
cigarette smoking. With such
regulations already intact, the
trend is now trickling down into
our public universities.
Beginning January first,
our largest rivaling university
went completely tobacco free,
launching their Tobacco Free
USC campaign. With no real
repercussions, their university
provides nicotine replacement
products at the university health
center and an active script to
pass onto any smoking violators.
Further, beginning Oct. 1, all 31
public universities in Georgia
prohibited smoking including
e-cigarettes, which stimulate
tobacco use. As of now, over

1,500 campuses nationwide
have
restricted
smoking.
However, with no actual stria
ban or any clear enforcement
policy at universities such
as
these,
the
concept
seems muddled.
Talks of implementing
similar tobacco regulations
at
Clemson
University
have surfaced on numerous
occasions, as well — an ideal
oddly ill-fitting for a school that
has such strong ties to agriculture
and farming. As senior business
major, Taylor Johnson observed,
"As far as I have seen, no such
regulation has occurred and
the ban has disappeared in a
cloud of smoke." As a nonsmoker herself, Johnson added,
"Personally, I do not have a
problem with smoking so long
as it is not blown in my face."
When
asked
about
the banishment of cigarettes
on campus here, Michelle
Dickens, junior history major,
commented, "Smoking isn't
healthy. We all know that. But
a smoking ban on campus isn't
going to make people stop."
I don't see the benefit of
halfway implementing such
regulations.
If universities

really
considered
tobacco
use such a dilemma, they
should enforce such rules
with active repercussions and
a greater push for providing
help for quitting. Prohibiting
tobacco consumption seems
fairly
poindess
without
proper regulation.
Furthermore,
cigarettes
are still legal for those eighteen
and older. And with most
students being of age, it does
not seem all that necessary for
such campus-wide polices to
be implemented in the first
place. While, yes, secondhand
smoke has clear statistical health
affects, the lessening rate of
generational smokers does not
seem to make this an epidemic.
Thus, it is fairly arbitrary for
public institutions to make such
strong ethical calls, regardless
of the products outcome. It
should be a student's right to
choose whether
or not they
smoke. Leave
the
lessons
in mortality
for
the
classrooms, i

Land of the Free?

Rowan Lynam
Assistant Outlook Editor

I have heard the news that
"racism is over" from many a
white male in the south. They
have traveled our southern lands
and have not seen any cross
burnings in progress. There
are scholarships for African
Americans, segregation has
ended and they even have a
black friend. So it's time to close
the history books and move on.
But, just last Friday, a
South Carolina police officer
shot an unarmed black man he
pulled for a seat belt violation.
Levar Jones was reaching for
his license, as asked, when the
officer fired four rounds while
screaming for him to get out of
the car. This occurred in broad
daylight, and the officer had
an unobstructed view of Jones.
A dash cam video recorded

Jones being shot in the hip and
asking the officer, "Why did you
shoot me?"
This is not an isolated
incident.
Racial profiling is the use
of race or ethnicity as grounds
for suspecting someone of
having committed an offense.
By that, I mean gripping your
purse tighter when a black man
gets on the elevator next to you,
or the "stop-and-frisk" method
of NYPD random pat-downs
for weapons that are almost
always performed on black
men. I mean Trayvon Martin
being suspected as a criminal
for wearing his hoodie. I mean
Michael Brown being shot for
jaywalking.
Someone told me with
complete
conviction
that
Michael Brown was shot because
he had knife on him.
On Facebook, someone said
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Cliff Hanich
Columnist
It was early on July 1,
1997 when Chinese tanks first
rolled into Hong Kong. They
were part of a show of force by
the Chinese, who were retaking
control of the island city after over
155 years of British rule. Hong
Kong was allowed to maintain
a degree of self-rule, under the
"One country, two systems"
policy initiated by China for
both Hong Kong and Macau,
another former European colony
on Mainland China. China,
as we all know, has a pseudo
Communist-Capitalist
fusion
government. Hong Kong, as
British Crown Colony, was
used to a form of representative
democratic government.
Fast forward 17 years, and
we have mass protests in Hong
Kong, by university students
no less, over mainland China's
interpretations of Hong Kong
Democracy. According to the
BBC, what set off the protests
was a decision by the Chinese
government on Aug. 31, 2014.
The government "says it will
allow direct elections in 2017,
but voters will only be able
to choose from a list of pre-

the cop was 25 feet away from
from the vehicle, and according
him. The news reported at one
to every eye-witness except the
point that the officer suspected
officer himself, when Brown
that Brown was involved in
realized he had been hit, he
a corner-store burglary. One
turned with his hands raised
comment I hear • •
and said, "Okay.
knagine suffering
Okay. Okay. Don't
over and over again
through every
is that this is not a
shoot."
Wilson
day inefgnibies
proceeded to fire
"racial issue" and
because of your
six more shots.
that no one should
skin color, and
Autopsy
pull the "race card."
bhen imagine that results
indicate
None of these
that
at
least
one
are true.
fceoukigeto
Michael
youkled.^ bullet hit Brown
from
behind,
Brown
was
when his back was turned.
unarmed, and was approached
by officer Darren Wilson in
Four shots impacted his arms,
his vehicle for jaywalking. The
indicating
a
hands-raised
corner store had not reported
position. He was shot twice in
the head, once on the very top,
the robbery. Dorian Johnson,
consistent with Brown ducking
Brown's friend, reported that
in pain/submission. After dying,
the door of Wilson's car hit
Brown was left uncovered in the
Brown and ricocheted back into
street for four hours. These are
him, angering the officer, who
not theories; these are the facts.
then began shooting.
What's more is that the
The two ran over 100 feet

approved candidates" (BBC 31
Aug. 2014).
As of Sept. 22, student
activists have "vowed to step
up their mass pro-democracy
protests if Chief Executive CY
Leung does not resign" (Ibid).
Mr. Leung is the current Chinese
appointed lead administrator of
Hong Kong.
Besides the novelty of
having pro-democracy protests in
a non-democratic country, what
is particularly attention grabbing
about these Hong Kong protests
for the rest of the world is the
haunting specter of Tiananmen
Square. In 1989, students
protesting for democratic rule
in all of mainland China were
massacred by Chinese soldiers,
who fired on the students and
crushed them into the dirt
with tanks, while the world sat
and fiddled.
With these thoughts in
mind, we must keep our eyes
focused upon these student
protests, even with the other
crises around the world in the
middle-east and western Africa.
And we must hope and pray
that the ghost of Tiananmen
Square does not ear its
bloody head.

police chief of Ferguson was
originally an officer in another
precinct, but was fired for
falsifying multiple reports. He
also heads the organization
fundraising on Wilsons behalf.
Yet, every major media
oudet has spent its time vilifying
Brown and reinforcing the myth
that this was in no way racially
motivated. For a moment,
just imagine being completely
unable to trust the people
meant to protect you. Imagine
suffering through every day
indignities because of your skin
color, and then imagine that it
could get you killed. Imagine a
world where you aren't meant
to succeed — where you aren't
meant to excel and then imagine
everyone else pretended these
problems didn't exist. For a
moment,
imagine yourself
with your hands up; your last
words "Okay. Okay. Okay.
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Don't shoot." This is the world
for African Americans.
Explain to me how
race is not a factor in a country
where being black means getting
shot for jaywalking or wearing
a hoodie; where being out
with your white husband can
incarcerate you under suspicion
of prostitution; where being
beaten by the police can get you
charged with bleeding on their
uniforms; where the legality of
shooting an unarmed teenager
with his hands up over six times
from over 100 feet away is still
being disputed. This is the world
for African Americans.
Would Michael Brown
have been shot if he were white?
Would Levar Jones? Would
Trayvon Martin? No. Because
they would never have been
perceived as a threat. There
will be no justice until this is
understood.
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KNOWING YOUR TIGERS:

+
QUICK FACTS:
Name: Ammon Lakip
Majon Sociology
Hometown: Alpharetta, Ga.
Position/Numben Kicker/#36
Favorite Place on Campus: Fike Intramural Fields; "I've had some of
the best times of my life on those fields."
Favorite Place Downtown: 356 Sushi
Favorite Clemson Tradition: Running down the Hill

Far away from the hustle and bustle of campus, I sat in the West
End Zone awaiting my newest interviewee. I had heard students
talk about Clemson football's starting kicker, Ammon Lakip, after
his infamous performance in the Florida State game - some saying
that he didn't care, others saying that he didn't deserve the job. But
after sitting down with Ammon, one thing is for sure: there is no one
more insightful, willing to learn from past mistakes and ready to come
back better than ever than he is.

Interview by: Rachel Eagleton I Photo by: Ehrick Haight I Graphic Design by: Heather Montgomery
Rachel Eagleton* If I knew
nothing about you, what
is the biggest thing you
would want me to learn
from this interview?
Ammon Lakip: I would
want you to know that I'm
kind and empathetic. I care
about people, and I can put
myself in their shoes. I'm
also very calm and positive; I
can't remember the last time
that I got infuriated.
: What has been your
greatest moment as an
athlete?
AL; Well, soccer will always
hold that first love feeling.
I played my entire life, but
now my ankles are too weak
to play. I still watch soccer
instead of football on game
days. I would say my greatest
moment was playing soccer
my senior year; we didn't
give up a goal at home the
entire season. I was so close
with that group of guys.

>*M-k

RE: I understand you were
quite the soccer star in high
school and even got offered
a partial soccer scholarship
to Clemson. How hard
was it transitioning from
soccer to footballs'
AL; It took a while to get
used to, especially when
coming to such a high-profile
football team. I came from a
small but great program that
was very humble. Not to say
that [Clemson] isn't humble,
it is just so huge. Football
has a lot more to do with
players and coaches relying
on each other; it has a lot
more studying, meetings
and workouts involved, too.
: How has the playing
atmosphere changed?
AL: It has changed a lot as
far as the fact that I don't
really have the power to
completely turn the game
around. Being [on special
teams], I only have one job.

In soccer I could do a lot
more, like scoring a goal,
blocking a goal, making
tackles, etc., In football, I
either make or miss the kick;
that is kind of nice because
there is no confusion with
the referees.
RE: After what happened
at the Florida State game,
how did it feel to come
back and have a great game
against North Carolina last
weekend? I am sure I am
not the only Clemson fan
that has the image of you
on the sideline with a towel
over your head ingrained
in my memory.
AL; First, I want to apologize
for putting the towel over
my head during the game. It
was selfish of me and it was
the wrong way to handle the
situation; I shouldn't have
drawn attention to myself.
I enjoy every win, and I
hate losing. I don't mean
to sound arrogant, but it

was the first time in my life
that I wasn't clutch at what
I was doing. I want to have
the game on my shoulders
at all times, no matter what
sport I am playing. It felt
good to come back, and as
soon as I made the first kick,
I knew it was going to be a
good game. I knew that if I
missed the first kick I would
have been pulled [from the
game]; it helped that I had
my teammates and family
supporting me. Believe me
when I tell you that no one
was more disappointed than
I was with my performance
at Florida State.
• Do you have any prekick rituals?
AL; Before last Saturday,
no [laughs]. I think that
was part of my problem
at
Florida
State.
My
kicking coach and Catman
(Chandler Caranzaro) told
me that in high-pressure
situations I should have a

couple of words I say to
keep the process the same. I
started writing "HF" on my
left arm sweatband; it stands
for "Head down, follow
through" so that when I line
up to kick, I see those letters
and can get focused.
RE; What is the biggest
thing you have learned
about
yourself
since
becoming the starting
kicker
for
Clemson
this year?
AL; I learned that when life
strips you down to your core
you find out what you are
really made of. I basically
hit rock bottom [after the
Florida Sate game]. I knew
that I would come back as
the kicker eventually, so why
not for the next game?
RE:
Besides
football
and soccer, what are you
passionate about?
AL; My nephew and nieces.

Of course I love my
family, but I have never
had babies that I cared
about until now. They
put life in perspective
in the midst of all
of this hate.
RE; What is the biggest
misconception
people
have about you?
AL; That I don't care.
People take my laid back
attitude as me not caring
about what I do. There
was a quote written on the
stairs at my high school
that goes along those same
lines. It's the "Man in the
Arena" quote by Teddy
Roosevelt; it basically says
that even if I fail, I will fail
daring greatly.
RE; If you could tell the
Clemson Family one
thing, what would it be?
AL; It is nice to know that
they care.
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PREVIEW
ClemsonLIFE partners with men's rugby
Elaine Day
Sports Editor

EHRICK HAIGHT/photo editor

WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW
Once upon a time,
in a land where textile
manufacturing was still
relevant,
the
Textile
Bowl
between
NCSU
and Clemson was serious
business. Now, less so.
It also doesn't help the
rivalry's image that, other
than a 2011 meltdown in
Raleigh, the Tigers have
dominated this series in
recent memory. Clemson
won an ugly, defensive
game 26-14 last year.

THE SKINNY
NCSU is coming off of
a rough 2013 that saw the
Pack struggle to put points
on the board. The state
of the offense has much
improved this year with

the addition of University
of Florida transfer Jacoby
Brissett at quarterback.
Brissett led NC State to
victory in comeback wins
against college football big
boys, Georgia Southern
and Old Dominion, earlier
this year. Last week, NC
State ran out of crab legs at
home against Florida State,
losing 56-41.

The Clemson men's
rugby
team
began
a
partnership
with
the
ClemsonLIFE program in
January, allowing certain
students to serve as managers
for the team. The partnership
has continued into the fall,

and a new student manager,
AJ Kentworthy, has joined
the team.
ClemsonLIFE is a twoyear program designed for
students with intellectual
disabilities; the goal being
to equip these students
with the skills they need
to lead productive and
independent lives. Students

can
gain
experience
through internships and
other opportunities around
campus and within the
Clemson
community,
allowing them to gain
vital job skills. One such
opportunity lies in the
partnership with the_rugby
team, which provides the
student
managers
the
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Clemson will be the
best defense the Wolfpack
has faced. Brissett will
make a few big plays in the
passing game, and NC State
may even take an early lead,
but the Tiger defense clamps
down, forces turnovers and
gets the job done. Oh, and
this guy named Deshaun
Watson — he's pretty good,
too. Look for him to throw
a touchdown pass, or six.
Tigers roar 54-27.
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chance to interact with
student-athletes and other
Clemson peers.
"Clemson men's -rugby
has been a wonderful partner
in assisting our students
learn necessary job skills,"
said Sarah Kathryn Sorrells,
ClemsonLIFE employment
coordinator.
"ClemsonLIFE
students are able to assist the
rugby team with a variety
of needs. Rugby coaches
have high expectations of
our ClemsonLIFE students
helping
these
students
to become independent
members of society. We
love our students to work
for athletics; it is a special
experience for them to be
apart of a team."
Clemson rugby Head
Coach Justin Hickey, added,
"What we've enjoyed the
most about this partnership
is the privilege of the team
and staff to learn from
these young men, and the
unique experiences that
the team will be exposed to
in working with AJ again
this fall." Kentworthy will
assist the team and staff
at practices and games
and, when available, will
travel with the team to
road contests.
The men's rugby team
has a home match this
Friday, Oct. 3 against NC
State at 7 p.m.

REASONS
TO
LOVE
HERITAGE
SOUTH CAROLINA FOOTHILLS

FAIR THE FAIR
WHAT AN OLD FASHIONED FAIR SHOULD BE

TUBS., SEPT. 30TH THRU
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5TH
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• Livestock Shows • Wild West Show
* Canning, Baking & Honey Competitions
* Laser Tag • Draft Horse Pull • Carnival Rides
- Crafts & Exhibits
• Antique Tractors 8 Farm Equipment
• Yummy FAIR FOOD

Thank you to our Grand Champion fkpmmm
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City of Westminster • Blue Ridge Electric • Oconee County Farm Bureau
• Oakway Tractor & Implements • Northland Communications
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Hashtag Sanctions? Obama, others
gather for UN General Assembly
Matt Spadaro
Timeout Editor
World leaders gathered last
week in New York City for the
commencement of the 69th United
Nations General Assembly. The
member nations came together
to voice concerns about what the
General Assembly should focus
its efforts on in the coming year,
and also to tear each other apart.
The assembly included some of
the most powerful leaders in the
world, complimented by a bunch
of people you've never heard of.
The symposium did
feature a few notable momentsamong them was Emma Watsons
speech on feminism that received
international praise. However,
rapper/tiny man Kanye West pulled
a Kanye West, jumping on stage
and snatching the microphone
from Emmas hand. He proceeded
to explain that Beyonce Knowles
had the best speech on feminism of
all time in her hit song "Flawless";
someone (presumably one of his
other personalities) later explained
to him that the speech portion
of the song wasn't by Beyonce.
Watson took the interruption
in stride, and swiftly produced a
Patronus charm that chased West

all the way back to Los Angeles.
The symposium continued
with speeches from many world
leaders during which only half
of the assembly fell asleep. For
some unknown reason, everyone
woke back up when United States
President Barack Obama took the
stage to share thoughts on Russia
and Vladimir Putin.
"Hello everyone, let's get
started. Ugh, aren't we all just SO
done with Russia? I mean like,
come ON. Why should Putin get
to stomp around Ukraine like a
giant, while the rest of us try not
to get smushed under his big feet?
What is so great about Putin, hm?
I am just as cute as Putin. I am just
as smart as Putin. People like me
just as much as they like Putin. And
when did it become okay for one
person to decide he's the boss of
another country? Because that's not
what Ukraine is about; we should
just totally STAB PUTIN! Hashtag
SANCTIONS!!!"
President Obama seemed to
get overly emotional at this point,
and was pohtely guided off the
podium while seemingly ranting
about an argument over white gold
hoop earrings. Another notable
speaker was German Chancellor,
Angela Merkel. However, some
confusion arose when Merkel was

told that it was the UN General
Assembly that she was delivering
an address to; miscommunications
apparently led her to believe that
she was hosting the season premiere
of Saturday Night Live. When she
finally realized the mix-up, she had
little interest in remaining at the
conference and had this to say:
"Was? Dies ist nicht SNL
? Soil Das ein Witz sein ? Mein
Agent ist SO gefeuert. Wie auch
immer, nur Mercedes geliefert
meine neue S Klasse mit 24 -ZollFelgen von Diddy und ich habe eine
Afterparty an der 40/40 Club mit
Rick Ross zu rollen bis zu , fangen
Sie Hiindinnen spater."
Which roughly translates to:
"What? This isn't SNL? Are you
kidding me? My agent is SO fired.
Anyway, Mercedes just delivered my
new S-Class with 24 inch rims by
Diddy, and I have an afterparty at
the 40/40 Club with Rick Ross to
roll up to, catch you b%$ches later."
All in all, the conference was
considered a success. Which meant
that the representatives from each
nation did a lot of bickering, didn't
draw up a plan for the containment
of Ebola and managed to somehow
completely skip over ISIS. Look
out for more news as the General
Assembly continues to work towards
its goals in the coming months.

*This satirical article is a work of fiction and does not represent the news of The Tiger.
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Stu Pennebaker
Contributor
Saturday Night Live is turning
40, and is celebrating its birthday with
some major changes. SNL freshmen
John Milhiser, Noel Wells and Brooks
Wheelan were all let go after one season,
and Nasim Pedrad left the show to star
in a new sitcom after a five year run.
In addition to the cast shake-up, Don
Pardo, the announcer and voice of the
show since the first season, passed away
in August. Replacing Pardo is Darrell
Hammond, who was a cast member
from 1995 until 2009. Although the
cast lost several members, only two
new faces will be seen this season. Pete
Davidson, who fans might recognize
as a stand up comedian from Jimmy
Kimmel and guest on "Brooklyn Nine
Nine," and Michael Che, a former SNL
writer, both join the roster.
Chris Pratt hosted the season
premiere with an adequately funny
opening monologue referencing his
status as a high school drop out and the
fact that he actually did once live in a
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van "down by the river," alluding to a
still-popular SNL skit from the '90s. He
also, somewhat predictably, preformed a
musical part to his monologue but his
adorably self-deprecating sense of humor
got some laughs.
The show continued with a couple
of skits that were average, if not less so.
A skit about incompetent veterinarians
that accidentally kill all of their patients
was mildly amusing, but twisted. The
short that followed was an ad for a slew
of "Marvel movies, "poking fun at the
brands repetitiveness. Weekend Update
saw a shift in hosts, with Cecily Strong
leaving to be a regular cast member
again. Replacing Strong is newcomer
Michael Che. Che and returning anchor
Colin Jost were a good combination,
and the quality of the skits picked up
after their segment. The fan favorites
of the night included a skit about two
awkward people (Aidy Bryant and Chris
Pratt) trying to pick each other up at
a bar, who turn to Nicki Minaj-esque
rapping, and another about a focus
group for a new, cartoonish video game
in which Bobby Moynihan and newbie
Pete Davidson both had several funny

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^a^-

lines; the skit marked another good
performance by Pratt.
The season premiere also featured
Ariana Grande as the musical guest.
Her performances were average, not
stellar, following the pattern of the
majority of the show. She preformed
"Break Free" and "Love Me Harder,"
which are both high-energy songs
but, strangely, didn't garner much
audience reaction, although a guest
appearance by The Weekend did add an
interesting twist.
All in all, Saturday Night Live s 40th
season premiere was mediocre. There
were definitely some laughs, but with
half of the skits being about superheroes
or video games, it lacked broad appeal
and some of the skits seemed too similar
to previous ones. However, Chris Pratt
was funny as always, and the new cast
members definitely seem to show some
potential. In the future, some original
and more varied ideas may bode well.
But, with Sarah Silverman and Maroon
5 scheduled for the next show — and
Bill Murray rumored to follow —
the
show
has
not
lost
any luster.
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Nicholas Frederick
Contributor
Clemson is of those
places that has a very defined
culture. It is an "island"
in South Carolina, almost
a different country. Be it
because of mannerisms of
the people or the general
atmosphere, the feeling that
the rest of South Carolina just
isn't exactly like Tigertown
certainly holds true. Because
of this, things happen in
Clemson that you would

never see anywhere else in
the world - like tailgating
done right.
But of all the regular
happenings in Clemson, one
of the most basic activities
here struck me as very
unusual anywhere else, and
that is this:
We wear so much orange.
It's such a basic thing,
but I can testify that on the
Clemson campus you will see
more orange clothing than
you will ever find anywhere
else. Orange t-shirts. Orange
jackets.
Orange overalls.

Orange nylon shorts. Orange
shoes. Any clothing item in
existence that you can think
of; Clemson fans will find a
way to make it orange and
make it fashionable.
Orange is a loud color.
You may see warmer variants
outside the Promised Land,
but orange at its best and
brightest is a color not many
people choose to wear. It
attracts a lot of attention.
People notice you and think,
"Wait, did Halloween come
early this year?" It's almost
as if orange is eliminated

THE TIGER

from
the
spectrum
of
clothing colors, for the
most part. Peasants.
Here, we wear it proudly.
People look at you weird if
you don't wear orange at the
appropriate times. I've seen
someone throw—and at this
moment I knew I had chosen
the right college—an orange
t-shirt at someone from a
moving vehicle because the
recipient was not wearing
orange on Friday. The first
time I ever went to a Clemson
football game, I was about 14
years old. I will never forget

how astounded I was at just
how much orange there
was in Death Valley. We
practically glow. I'm surprised
no one from the International
Space Station has ever called
us to say that from orbit, they
can see what appears to be
a gigantic pulsating orange
on the campus during game
days.
Since
coming
to Clemson, I have more
orange clothing than I have
ever had. I know that one of
my professors had to buy an
orange dress for the first time,
because she moved here. The

color is magnetic. You will be
pulled in, whether you want
to be or not. Clemson is one
of the happiest campuses out
there. Maybe the color just
makes us all so much more
cheerful. It is the unifying
symbol of our community. It
is a guiding force in our time
here. It is a reminder that we
ate part of something greater
than ourselves.
But most importantly, it
is a reminder that the founders
of Clemson found a more
attractive color than garnet
ever will be.

Photo & Graphics by: Ciara Hautau

Okay Tigers, 1 have a
confession to make. Even
though I have been named
your resident campus sexpert
(admittedly, a title I gave
myself), I am not, in tact, allknowing in the bedroom. I
have definitely had my share
of awkward .moments and
times when everything did not
go exactly as planned. We've
all seen movies with sultry,
coordinated sex scenes, and we
come to see these as the model
for what sex should be like.
But 1 think we can all agree
that our sex life reality is a lot
less glamorous. People always
act like they're great in bed,
and yes, some have certainly
earned this reputation, but I
don't think it's fair to expect
your partner to match the
always amazing, always perfect

m

standard that we've come to
hope for. If there's one thing
I've learned, it's that you're
going to have some absolutely
cringe-worthy moments in
the bedroom, and certainly
a fair amount of experiences
that you have to laugh about
because the alternative is
crawling under a rock to live
out your days.
To prove that we have all
had our fair share of awkward
encounters, f decided to pose
the following question on my
favorite anonymous social
media app, Yik Yak: What's the
most embarrassing or awkward
tiling to happen to you while
hooking up? Now, granted, as
ever)' comment is completely
anonymous, 1 can't know if the
responses are serious or not.
However, 1 like to think that
the responses are true, if only

because hall of them have also
happened to me. Some of the
responses were about getting
your rocks off before your lady
even has time to take her socks
off, or failing to get your flag to
stand at attention...multiple
times. One of my favorite
comments was "couldn't figure
out a condom, for a solid five
minutes, so I left." Another
great one was about staying
in a dorm room during a fire
alarm to keep hooking up. At
the climax ol this tale, the RA
checking that rooms were all
clear walked in...
In case you were curious,
my most embarrassing hookup
moment was thanks to the
horribly loud beds in lightsey.
After deciding to come into the
kitchen to grab a post-hookup
snack, all my roommates
would do is make "err-err,

err-err" squeaking noises at
me. The)' also played Marvin
Gaye's "Let's Get It On" very
loudly outside my door after
I disappeared into my room
with my guy. Come to think
of it, I need new roommates.
The point is we all think sex
should be amazing every time,
or at least go as planned. I

ON THE PROWL:

TIGER TOWN
CONFESSION

to get it on while flying in
midair, you'd think we should
be able to figure it out no
problem. The reality, however,
as I'm sure you all know, can
be quite the opposite. So don't
worry if you feel like you don't
know what you're doing in
bed or if you totally mess up
or can't get all the equipment
to function properly. You
aren't alone. Everyone has their
own completely blush-worth)'
embarrassing confession. •

Mona wild.
Contributor
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VOLLEYBALL

#c NORTH CAROLINA
DIG PINK SHIRTS WILL BE ON SALE
SILENT AUCTION WITH VARIOUS CLEMSON ITEMS

What if soy milk
is just regular milk
introducing itself
in Spanish?
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FANS GET A PINK BREAST CANCER RIBBON
(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

Today is not Friday. Tomorrow is
not Friday. The day after that is
not Friday. The day after that is
not Friday. F$%ck Mondays.
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MEN'S SOCCER

Reply:
That would be
soy leche ya
dumbass

a

CHARLOTTE

LEASING NOW!

FIRST 200 STUDENTS
GET FREE FOOD! A

Taco Bell cashier asked me if I was
drunk. I said "Why else would
I be here?"

(864)477-9207
(864)477-9213
LEASING OFFICE

1103-1

TIGER BOULEVARD

CLEMSON,

o

SC 29631

ML HOME EVENTS ARE FREE WITH A MW CLEWON STUDEHT W
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Every pizza is a personal pizza if
you try hard and believe
in yourself.
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Across
50- Fit for relating
1-Berlins "Blue
"
55- French pronoun 566- Martini's partner
Stingy
11- Mao
-tung
58- Building wing
14-1 cannot
lie
59a time
15- "Barnaby Jones" star
60- Dutch painter Jan 6116-Furrow
Paris possessive
17- Good and bad times
62- Nursemaid
19- Biblical verb ending
63- Devilfish
20- Twice a year
Down
21-Body of work
1-Stump
23- Monetary unit of Japan 2- Foreign Legion cap
24- Pertaining to the skull 3- "Casablanca" role
25-Warm-blooded
4- Enthusiastic vigor and
vertebrate
liveliness
29- Serious wrongdoing 30- 5- Mendicant Hindu ascetic
Healing plants
6- V-shaped fortification
31- Senate position
7- Ancient Greek coin
32- Bleat of a sheep
8- Vane din
35- In spite of
9-Spanish Miss
39-From
Z
10- Pants measurement 1140- Routine
Romes Fontana di
41- Ridiculous
12-Kama
42- Director Kurosawa 44- 13- Lucy's landlady
Pursued
18-Shootout
45-Link
22- Article in Le Monde
48alai
24- Slatted wooden box 2549-Book of the Bible
"Give that
cigar!"

HUNGER GAMES EDITION
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 -Feb. !9

26- Very much
27- Marquand sleuth
28-Cry of a cat
29- Jai alai basket
31-Curt
32- Prejudice
33-Actress Heche
34- Elderly, matured 36Nematode worm
37-Anarchy
38- Kind of fingerprint
42- Tropical cuckoo bird
43- Film comedian and
director
44-"foung cow
45- Quotes
46Mio
47- Metal spikes
48-Pier
50- Comparison word
51 - Nick and Noras pooch
52- Bingo call
53- Internet writing system
that popularized "owi^d"
and' nOOb"
54- Dame
Everage
57-X

k Be on your guard today. Watch out
for any bloody roses frying your way.

S>V. PISCES
^ -3':Feb. 20 - March 20

Good fortune is in the cards
for you. Go looking for some
delicious stale bread and you will
be rewarded in your findings.

AMES
>;March 21 -April 20

Knowledge is in the air. You may
► find out what the f&%k tesserae
means today.
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£) TAURUS
?f April21 -May20
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GEMINI
May21 June21

Surprises are in store! Guess
what: Effie Trinket thinks you
have a face for TV! And dying!

CANCER
June 22 - July 22

Why should the other signs get all
the love? Show President Snow that
you deserve a chance in the arena.

-

Good fortune for you this
week: some rainwater that you
► collect won't have acid in it. Pair
with roasted raccoon for a truly
avant-garde dinner.

LEO

July23-Aug. 23

I] VIRGO
lH ^9-24 - Sept. 22

email managing.thetigernews@gmail.com

Sudoku by: printable-sudoku-puzzles.com
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SCORPIO
Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Let the worries go —^peak
your mind in the District
Square. Take the rope beating
with pride.

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Be spontaneous. Volunteer as
^ tribute at the reaping, because at
least you'll get to ride in a cool

a-

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

ILLUSTRATED by: JOHN WELTER/contributor

——

Venture out of your comfort
zone and try something new.
r Like going beyond the wall
of your district without being
electrocuted!
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"Dr. Dre"
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Search for love during this cycle
and you may just find a spark
► with someone. Or you might have
actually been lit on fire for warmth.
Sorry.

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

mum Harrow
wmmsMtimiiomr.

ILLUSTRATED by: COUN MITCHELL/contributor

Moon cycles suggest random
searches by authority figures. Dont
r let any Peacekeepers see you putting
tasty fried squirrel on unexpired
bread.

Is that mahogany? You bet
Scavenge some wood and make
something nice fot the parents.

Horoscopes by. MATT SPADARO/timeout editor
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